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Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 6-speed manual.
Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power
Feature Power mirrors yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks
yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room 33 in. Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum
cargo capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 6.
Drag Coefficient. Height Wheel base Width 68 in. Rear track Sponsored cars related to the
C-Class. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear
suspension yes multi-link front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr.
Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 4 yr. Roadside Unlimited yr. Inventory See C-Class Inventory.
Sign Up. Oyster Ash Charcoal Java. See C-Class Inventory. Introduced in as a replacement for
the W range, the C-Class was the smallest model in the marque's line-up until the W A-Class
arrived in The C-Class is built at Mercedes-Benz factories in Sindelfingen and Bremen ,
Germany as well as numerous satellite factories in other countries. The first C-Class W sedan
was produced on 1 June and the first second generation W rolled off the assembly line on 18
July The third generation W was launched in while the latest generation C-Class W came out in
In October , three years into Mercedes-Benz W 's production run, work began on a successor. In
May , the first generation W C-Class was introduced as a replacement for the The C-Class sedan
was the company's entry-level model up until when Mercedes launched the A-Class. Styling
themes were carried over from the previous W series, but the new series had a smoother and
rounder design than the last generation of compact Mercedes, with styling cues from the W
E-Class short, high trunk and taller tail lights , W S-Class front end , and R SL-Class headlights.
In , development began on the W C-Class. Design work commenced in mid, with the final design
being approved in December by the executive board. The second generation C-Class was
introduced in March The sedan debuted with a range of inline-four and V6 petrol engines and
inline-four and -five diesels, later W's received the V6 diesel. The diesels now featured common
rail direct fuel injection and variable geometry turbochargers. Notably post , for the first time,
the number designations were no longer equivalent to the engine displacement, more
specifically in the Mercedes C 1. Sales started on 31 March in almost all European countries.
The C-Class received a facelift in for the model year including new LED taillights, a revised
dashboard and instrument cluster layout, and a revised front fascia and headlights. The W
platform continued into with the C-Class coupe. The car was officially unveiled on 16 December
European sales began in March , while the vehicle went on sale in North America in September
The W C-Class was unveiled on 23 February On 10 December , Daimler announced the
production of the C-Class will be concentrated at the Bremen plant with additional production in
the United States for the domestic market. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W Reliability indicates how models have performed in
the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you
feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access
your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Smooth,
comfortable, quiet and well equipped, the Mercedes-Benz C-Class provides good overall
performance. But it suffers from frustrating ergonomic quirks, including some confusing and
cumbersome controls. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. A detached glass panel can separate
from the vehicle and become a road hazard, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details.
MBUSA is recalling certain vehicles. The bonding between the glass panel and the sliding roof
frame may deteriorate, possibly resulting in the glass panel detaching from the vehicle. What
should you do:. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the glass panel bonding and
replace the sliding roof, as necessary, free of charge. The recall began July 10, MBUSA's
number for this recall is Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle
for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Pictures look nice We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: Mauree. Noblesville, IN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available.
Negotiable , mi. Loved the body style. Other perks where Powered fold out mirrors. Rear
window privacy curtain. Review back up camera. I never saw the car in person; my opinion is
from photos and discussions with the seller. I had either never seen or never payed attention to
the c-class, so this was an enlightening and educational observation. Great looking car, and
seems to have quality features. Read more. It has many features. It is a great value, as it has low
miles and its clean. I compared it to Fiat, Toyota, and others. I got a great deal!!! Why Use
CarGurus? The C-Class brings more than the three-pointed star to the table, however. The C
sedan, for example, is a delight to drive with its sporty engine, responsive transmission, and
perfect balance of ride quality and handling. Inside, it looks and feels like a Mercedes with
high-quality materials and firm, supportive seats. Meanwhile, the price-leading C sport coupe
continues to attract first-time Mercedes buyers with its combination of style, space, and
features. For , the C-Class has been expanded to nine models, which includes sedans, wagons,
and sport coupes. Two new sports sedans join the line, along with a new high-powered sport
coupe, and a value-priced wagon. Also, the supercharged four-cylinder engine that powers the
C sport coupe has been redesigned for better efficiency and lower emissions. C-Class has good
bones, with exterior styling inspired by the big, luxurious S-Class sedan, technology shared
with the latest E-Class, and an interior design all its own. Redesigned for model year , the
C-Class has been enjoying strong sales, particularly in the United States. For , the
Mercedes-Benz C-Class comprises five four-door sedans, two station wagons, and two
hatchback coupes. All except C32 AMG come standard with a six-speed manual transmission. C
is well-equipped, with leather seat inserts, eight-way power seats with power adjustable head

rests, manual tilt and telescope steering column, power windows, cruise control, a
seven-speaker audio system with weatherband, Tele-aid communications, hand-polished
laurel-wood trim and inch aluminum wheels. C comes standard with the five-speed automatic
and a higher level of luxury amenities, including automatic climate control, Bose speaker
stereo, reading lamps, way power seats, and a power-adjustable steering column. But most
important, with more power on tap, the C is more satisfying to drive. These are the smallest
station wagons Mercedes has ever imported to the United States, yet they successfully combine
sporty styling and good cargo room, perfect for that big dog though we recommend a dog fence
for safety. A six-speed manual transmission is standard on the wagons. C sport coupe is a
hatchback, the first such design in Mercedes history. The sport coupe features a radical
roofline, aggressive front end and sassy styling all its own. A glass panel between the tail lights
contributes to rearward visibility and gives it a distinctive appearance. Inside, the sport coupe
features aluminum trim instead of traditional wood. C is available with an optional Panoramic
roof, nearly all glass from windshield to rear spoiler. Press a button, and the forward part of the
roof retracts back over the rearward part, for open-air motoring. Powering this little rocket is a 1.
Two new sports sedans are available for , distinguished by more aggressive suspension tuning,
body cladding, aluminum interior trim, seven-spoke inch wheels with high performance tires,
the six-speed manual transmission, and thickly bolstered front sport seats. C32 AMG boasts its
own SpeedShift version of the five-speed automatic gearbox, plus unique exterior decor and
interior trim, special suspension and brakes, and larger tires and wheels. In fact, the C32 AMG is
one of the quickest and fastest four-door cars in the world. Neat and tidy, the C-Class sedans
look like a Mercedes-Benz. The sedans boast a coefficient of drag of only 0. C-Class sedans and
wagons wear the horizontal-bar grille flanked by huge headlamp assemblies that are part of the
new Mercedes look. Sport coupes use the Mercedes star-grille instead of the bar-grille, plus
their own double-elliptical headlights, a swooping roofline, and a shortened rear end with a
functional spoiler that adds downforce on the rear tires at high speeds. Compared to the sedan,
the sport coupe is seven inches shorter overall. In fact, not a single exterior panel is shared
between the sedan and the sport coupe. Although the sport coupe is not as aerodynamic as the
C-Class sedan, with a Cd of 0. Nice touches include turn signal repeaters built into the outside
mirrors, and the extra pane of glass underneath the spoiler that enhances rearward vision. The
standard ten-spoke alloy wheels are especially handsome. Trimmed with high-quality interior
materials, the C-Class interiors look and feel like Mercedes-Benz. Their firm, supportive seats
are supremely comfortable. The Mercedes switchgear is easy to use and understand. The stalk
controls have a nice, beefy feel with positive detents. The deeply hooded instrument panel is
shared among the coupe, sedan and wagon with minor variations. We like the layout and decor
of the center stack, with its wood or aluminum trim and large controls for the audio system and
climate controls. Overhead is a console with nice map lights. Sedans get leather interior trim.
The C32 AMG has its own special sport seats and premium leather upholstery. The sport coupe
comes standard with cloth seats with individual manual adjusters. The rear seats in the C-Class
sedans are generous in space and comfort. A power rear sunshade makes this feel like a real
Benz. Hit the trunk button and the lid pops all the way open, something most trunk lids do not
do. A C-Class sedan offers Wagons have exactly the same interior and exterior dimensions as
the sedans, save for that wonderful extra space behind the second seat. With the seats in place,
it offers Folding the seats down reveals more than 63 cubic feet of space, slightly more than an
Audi A4 Avant. Tie-downs and lights are provided for convenient cargo carrying. The rear seats
in the coupes are comfortable for most people, but the rear roof slopes down quite a bit,
restricting headroom. With the rear seats in place, the trunk offers Folding the rear seats down
reveals a The cargo bay is as nicely detailed as the rest of the interior. The Mercedes C-Class
cars offer a perfect balance between ride and handling, nice steering and excellent brakes. We
found the C sedan smooth and quiet in normal driving. Step on it and the engine growls to life.
The 3. Torque is that force that propels you away from intersections and the C has a healthy
supply. Damping is excellent. The C is a much more satisfying ride. The C wagon weighs little
more than the sedan with the same engine, and is a high-style, high-function piece.
Mercedes-Benz claims the C coupe can sprint from 0 to 60 mph in just 7. The supercharged,
intercooled four-cylinder engine makes pleasant mechanical and exhaust sounds as opposed to
noises , and it looks like mechanical sculpture under the hood. The supercharger is nearly
transparent in its operation. The Touch Shift automatic that comes on the C-Class cars shifts
crisply, adding to the sporty driving experience. Moving the transmission lever into the manual
mode allows the driver to shift down or up one gear with each movement of the lever. Hold it to
the right and it shifts back up to Drive. Stop and it automatically shifts down to first. Accelerate
away and it shifts back up to the highest gear selected, a good strategy for using third gear
when driving around town. The substantial weight of the C sport coupe shows up in its

handling, where it feels heavy compared to a BMW. All in all, the sport coupe is good fun to
drive. Mercedes-Benz puts as much effort into its braking systems as some makers put into
their whole cars, and it shows immediately in the driving. All C-Class models use large The
brakes are progressive in pedal feel, and enormously powerful in bad situations. The C-Class
cars offer Mercedes quality and engineering at Acura prices. The sedans feel as upmarket and
classy as mid-scale Mercedes sedans felt just a few years back. Smooth and sophisticated, the
C-Class sedans deliver strong performance and comfortable accommodations. We dig the C
sedan. The Mercedes-Benz C sport coupe offers a nearly unbeatable combination of price,
visual impact, and utility Wagons drive just like the sedans and offer 63 cubic feet of cargo
space. You must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards.
Turning circle: Cargo volume: Unless otherwise indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle.
Prices do not include manufacturer's destination and delivery charges. Related Vehicles. Follow
NewCarTestDrive. ABS with EBD and brake assist; traction control; stability control; front, side,
rear and roof airbags. Mercedes-Benz is recalling , vehicles over a potential sunroof issue. On
certain models produced between and , the materials that hold the sun In recent months,
automotive magazines have been speculating that Mercedes-Benz might be trying to create a
new segment with an extremely sleek midsized seda The Mercedes-Benz E-Class has always
been one of the standards by which luxury sedans are judged, as well as the cornerstone of the
M-B sedan range, and the Favourite added temporarily. To add it to your profile, you will need to
sign in. New Cars. Year Suspension and Steering. Front Anti-Roll Bar. Front stabilizer bar. Front
Suspension. Front independant suspension. Front Tires. Rear Anti-Roll Bar. Rear stabilizer bar.
Rear Suspension. Rear independant suspension. Spare Tire. Full size spare tire. Special
Feature. Speed sensitive power steering. Wheel Type. Steel wheel with covers. Rear-wheel
drive. Stability Control. Traction Control. Transmission Option. Cargo Capacity. Curb Weight.
Front Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel Tank Capacity. Rear Headroom. Rear Legroom. Comfort
and Convenience. Air Conditionning. Auto climate control. Cellular Phone Option. Integrated
Motorola V60 micorcompact cell phone. Communication System Option. Tele Aid system. Front
Wipers. Variable intermittent wipers. Front Wipers Option. Rain sensor wipers. Rear View Mirror.
Remote Audio Controls. Audio controls on steering wheel. Single CD Option. In-dash 6 CD
changer. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Tilt steering wheel. Exterior Details. Bumper Colour.
Body-color bumpers. Door Handles. Body-color door handles. Exterior Decoration Option.
Metallic paint. Exterior Mirror Colour. Body-color mirrors. Chrome grille. Headlight Type.
Halogen headlamps. Headlight Type Option. Bi-xenon headlamps with washers and wipers.
HeadlightWashers Option. Headlight washers and wipers. Lower Side-Body Extension.
Body-color low bodyside extension. Side-Body Trim. Body-color mouldings. Sunroof Option.
Power glass sunroof. Interior Details. Door Trim. Cloth door trim. Folding Rear Seats Option.
Rear split folding bench. Front Center Armrest. Front armrest with storage. Heated Option. Front
heated seats. Luxury Dashboard Trim. Calyptus wood trim on dash and console. Number of Cup
Holders. Dual front cup holders. Rear Seat Pass-Through Option. Ski sack. Seat Trim. Cloth
seats. Seat Trim Option. Leather seats. Exterior Colours. Alabaster White. Aspen Green Metallic.
Black Opalin Metallic. Bordeaux Red Metallic. Brilliant Silver Metallic. Capri Blue Metallic. Desert
Silver Metallic. Magma Red. Midnight Blue. Obsidian Black Metallic. Orion Blue Metallic. Pewter
Silver Metallic. Tectite Grey Metallic. Wedgewood Blue Metallic. Interior Colours. Ash Interior.
Charcoal Interior. Java Interior. Oyster Interior. Anti-Lock Brakes. Anti-Theft Alarm. Antitheft
alarm system. Brake Assist. Brake Type. Child Seat Anchor. Child-proof Locks. Driver Airbag.
Front Seat Belts. Height adjustable, pre-tensioner. Ignition Disable. Panic Alarm. Passenger
Airbag. Rear Seat Belts. Center 3-point. Rear Side Airbags. Roof Side Curtain. Side Airbag. Road
Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics.
General Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here.
Please login to submit your evaluation. You May Also Like. More Articles. Leasing Financing. No
Images available. Successful Operation Favourite added temporarily. Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72
84 Show more. Verification email was sent to Don't see the email? Resend Verification Email. It
may be automatically sorted to the junk mail folder or trash box, so please check it once if you
cannot find the email. Your email address is verified! Now you have full access to all features.
As of November 9th, , we have relocated our Japan office to this address below. Login is
required to use "Notify me" feature. Please login or sign up. Time left: m s. Already have an
account? Compact 4-door executive sedan. Its luxurious exterior styling is mirrored within its
high-quality interior, which offers polished wood trimmings alongside an in-built infotainment
system across the majority of its models. Designed with superior comfort and drivability in
mind, the C-Class sedan is offered with a petrol engine. A sedan is a mid-size vehicle that
typically is fitted with four doors and two rows of seats, and with a compact cargo space that is
accessible via a hinged boot. One of the best-selling car body styles, sedans are a popular

choice for those looking to primarily transport passengers and light luggage on everyday roads,
and also for those wanting to conceal their private belongings in its enclosed boot space. Show
more Verification email was sent to Don't see the email? By Keyword By Ref No. Hello, BF
Member. LOG IN. What is Favorites? What is Wish List? What is CAP? What is BF Points?
Contact Us. Download pictures in a single zip file. We will notify you when this vehicle becomes
available. Thank you! Your inquiry was submitted. You will receive an email shortly with the
price quote. If you have more questions, please reply to the email so we can assist you. Try
fastest way to Purchase this vehicle! Now you can reserve this vehicle and instantly download a
Proforma Invoice so you can proceed with payment. Buy Now Login is required. Sign up to
receive exclusive discount coupons! You can also view your favorite cars and receive
notifications on reduced prices. About Sedan A sedan is a mid-size vehicle that typically is
fitted with four doors and two rows of seats, and with a compact cargo space that is accessible
via a hinged boot. Back to top. All rights reserved. Create account to save unlimited number of
vehicles in your Favorites list. Vehicle will be added to the Favorites bar. GH Find parts for this
model code. You need to look up the Import Regulation of your country for this vehicle. The
actual dimension,M3 and Weight may differ from the above one. For more information go to The
Mercedes Benz C, said to have lots of power and is fun to drive, is a US-specific model of the
Benz, which was manufactured in Germany. Launched in America in November , it featured a
third stop light, no specific trim levels, and side lights at the end of the front-turn signals, with
the top speed electronically limited to miles per hour due to tire speed restrictions. Initially, the
base model C had a 2. Automatic transmissions like a five-speed automatic were standard, but
individuals had the option of a manual transmission such as a six-speed manual. It had a
standard driver and front passenger airbag, anti-lock braking system, integrated side-impact
protection, and traction control. Its major motif was the unusual headlamp treatment as its pair
of unequal-size discs had morphed into two irregular guitar-body shapes. A new family of
supercharged four-cylinder engines, called M, was introduced to the entire C-class range. New
engines soon followed after that, the M and OM V6 engines, which were a couple of
new-generation six-cylinder engines that had more power than their predecessors by as much
as 24 percent, increasing fuel economy and reducing carbon dioxide emissions at the same
time. A twin-spark three-valve technology was added. A single-exhaust valve and double-wall
exhaust manifolds reduced emissions by raising exhaust-port temperatures and burning most
remnants of the combustion process before they reach the catalyst. It also had a 0. The
new-generation C-class also had safety gadgets which included an electronic stability program,
brake assist, two-stage smart airbags with BabySmart transponders to detect compatible child
seats, seatbelt pretensioners, belt-force limiters, and a Tele Aid emergency cellular link. A
navigation system, xenon headlamps, heated seats, a six-disc CD changer, a cell phone, and
split fold-down rear seatbacks also graced the new Mercedes Benz C We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part.
Mercedes Benz C Alternator. Mercedes Benz C Axle Assembly. Mercedes Benz C Blower Motor.
Mercedes Benz C Brake Booster. Mercedes Benz C Brake Caliper. Mercedes Benz C Brake Disc.
Mercedes Benz C Bumper Cover. Mercedes Benz C Catalytic Converter. Mercedes Benz C
Control Arm. Mercedes Benz C Driveshaft. Mercedes Benz C Fender. Mercedes Benz C Floor
Mats. Mercedes Benz C Fuel Filter. Mercedes Benz C Fuel Pump. Mercedes Benz C Headlight.
Mercedes Benz C Ignition Coil. Mercedes Benz C Oxygen Sensor. Mercedes Benz C Serpentine
Belt. Mercedes Benz C Spark Plug. Mercedes Benz C Starter. Mercedes Benz C Steering Rack.
Mercedes Benz C Tail Light. Mercedes Benz C Throttle Body. Mercedes Benz C Vapor Canister.
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to cart. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Mercedes Benz C Customer Reviews. Feb 09, Good
parts great price very happy. David Hafler. Purchased on Jan 07, Feb 22, Partial review. Your
company did great. The part would have fit, but unfortunately it was the other end of the arm
that was needed. Sadly to say I am returning the part but at no fault of Carparts. Chantal
Beason. Purchased on Feb 03, Jun 11, I put this on my C Looks identical to OEM as far as I can
tell. Purchased on Jan 11, Mercedes Benz C Guides. First generation Second generation Helpful
Automotive Resources. The recalls in question are part of a year-long investigation conducted

by the NHTSA on vehicles from the to model years where it identified the automaker for. Contact
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